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Here is a successful student-authored explication of Frost's "Design." The assignment was to explain whatever in the poem seemed most essential, in not more than
750 words.
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An Unfolding

of Robert Frost's "Design"

"I always waz:1tedto be yery observing," Robert
Frost once told an audience,

after reading aloud his

Interesting
opening. Quotes
author

poem "Design." Then he added, "But I have always been
afraid of my own observations"

(qtd. in Cook 126-27)

.
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What could Frost have observed that could.scare him?
Let's examine the poem in question and see what we

Central question
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jralSed
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discover.
Starting with the title, "Design," any reader of
this poem will find it full of meaning. As the
Merriam-Webster

can denote among other .things a plan, purpose, or
intention

'

Dicti.onary defines design, the word

("Design"). Some arguments for the existence

I

Defines key
word. Sets up

II

th~~..-._J

of God (I remember from Sunday School) are based on
the "argument from design": that because the world
shows a systematic order, .theremust be a Designer who
made it. But the word design can also.mean "a deliberate
undercover project or scheme" such as we attribute
to a "designing person"

("Design"). As we shall see,

Frost's .poem incorporates all of these meanings. His.
poem raises the old philosophic question of whether

Topic sentence
. on significance
of title

II

there is a Designer, an evil Designer.! or no Designer
at all.
Like many other sonnets, "Desi.gn" is divided into
two parts. The first eight lines draw a picture centering
on the spider, who at first seems almost jolly. It is
dimpled and fat like a baby, or Santa Claus. The spider

/Beginsline.bY'
line unfolding of
meaning
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Discusses
imag~

stands on a wildflower whose name, heal-all, seems ~--.-----~
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ironic: a heal-all is supposed to cure any disease, but
this flower has no power to restore life to the dead
moth.

(Later, in line ten, we learn that the heal-all

used to be blue. Presumably, it has died and become
bleached-looking.)

In the second line we discover, too,

that the spider has hold of another creature, a dead
moth. We then see the moth described with an odd simile
in line three: "Like a white piece of rigid satin cloth."
Suddenly, the moth becomes not a creature but a piece of
I

fabric--lifeless

and dead--and yet satin has connotations

I

I of beauty. Satin is a luxurious material used in rich
formal clothing, such as coronation gowns and brides'
dresses. Additionally,

there is great accuracy in the

word: the smooth and slightly plush surface of satin is
like the powder-smooth

surface of moths' wings. But this

"cloth," rigid and white, could be the lining to
Dracula's coffin.
In the fifth line an invisible hand enters.
The characters are "mixed" like ingredients

I Transition

in an
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a kite .. 'l.lready,

Nature may be,

as Radcliffe

suggests,

"Nothing but an ash"white

or faith

or hope, where ignorant

chance"

Now, i.n the last
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could
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"but design
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This excellent pa er finds somethin worth unfoldin in ever line in Frost's
eoem, wit out seeming mechanical. Although the student proceeds sequentially'
through the poem from the title to the last line, he takes up some points out of order, when it serves his purpose. In paragraph two, for example, he looks ahead to
the poem's ending and briefly states its main theme in order to relate it to the
poem's title. In the third paragraph, he explicates the poem's later image of the
heal-all, relating it to the first image. He also comments on the poem's form
("Like many other sonnets"), on its similes and puns, and on its denotations and
connotations,
This paper also demonstrates good use of manuscript form, following the MLA
Handbook, 6th ed, Brief references (in parentheses) tell us where the writer found
Frost's remarks and give page numbers for his quotation from the book by Radcliffe
Squires. At the end of the paper, a list of works cited uses abbreviations that the
MLA Handbook recommends.

A Critic's Explication of Frost's "Design"
It might seem that to work through a poem line by line is a mechanical task, and yet
there can be genuine excitement in doing so. Randall Jarrell once wrote an explication of "Design" in which he managed to convey just such excitement. See if you can
sense Jarrell's joy in writing about the poem.
Frost's details are so diabolically good that it seems criminal to leave
some unrernarked: but notice how dimpled, fat, and white (all but orie; all
but one) come from our regular description of any baby: notice how the
heal-all, because of its name, is the one flower in all the world picked to
be the altar for this Devil's Mass, notice how holding up the moth brings
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something ritual and hieratic, a ghostly, ghastly formality, to this priest
and its sacrificial victim; notice how terrible to the fingers, how full of
the stilling rigor of death, that white piece of rigid satin cloth is. And
assorted characters of death and blight is, like so many things in this poem,
sharply ambiguous: a mixed bunch of actors or diverse representative signs. The
tone of the phrase assorted characters of death and blight is beautifully developed in the ironic Breakfast-Club-calisthenics,
Radio-Kitchen heartiness of
mixed ready to begin the morning right (which assures us, so unreassuringly,
that this isn't any sort of Strindberg Spook Sonata, but hard fact), and
concludes in the ingredients of the witches' broth, giving the soup a sort of
cuddly shimmer that the cauldron in Macbeth never had; the broth, even,
is brought to life-we realize that witches' broth is broth, to be supped
with a long spoon. 1
Evidently, Jarrell's cultural interests are broad: ranging from August Strindberg's groundbreaking modem play down to The Breakfast Club (a once-popular radio program that
cheerfully exhorted its listeners to march around their tables). And yet breadth of
knowledge, however much it deepens and enriches Jarrell's writing, isn't all that he brings
to the reading of poetry. For him an explication isn't a dull plod, but a voyage of discovery.
His prose-full of figuresof speech (diabolically good, cuddly shimmer )---conveys the apparent
delight he takes in showing off his findings. Such a joy, of course, can't be acquired deliberately. But it can grow, the more you read and study poetry.

